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Abstract---- In this paper, we present a prediction
model for rainfall ahead of time by using Artificial Neural
Netork. The resultant prediction rainfall can be used to
maintain the BER on the communication Link in acceptable
range for the constant flow of data. The approach used in
this paper is BackPropagation Algorithm which is very
famous for predictions. The model which is designed to
predict rainfall based on current weather details where the
model is trained based on the given hourly data of a
particular region which the user wants.For our model
validation we used very powerful and trendy validation
function that is Sparse Categorical Cross Entropy(SCCE),
gives the eroor rate in a acceptable levels.
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I.

effected as is the case with frequency diversity and power control.
But, what we considered is to reduce the buffer time during an rain
event.
This paper presents a predictive model which focuses
on implementing a predictive system that predicts the future
rainfall ahead of time. The level of rainfall that was predicted
results in selecting an appropriate Digital Modulation Technique
that will provide availability on link and good Quality service.
This paper was explained in 5 Sections with
Introduction
Literature Review
Artificial Neural Network
Back Propagation Algorithm
Results

Section-I
Section-II
Section-III
Section-IV
Section-V

INTRODUCTION

As we are in the era of 4G Technology which is fully
based on Optical Fiber Network in Communication area. But, in
future we are going into new era of 5G Technology which is
constructed on” SATELLITE COMMUNICATION” which
means very fast aaccess. At present the Network Trsfficing is
increased rpidly because everything is Digitalized. Now it is bit
harder to control the traffic and also providing a good service.
So we are stepping into 5G.Providing best Quality Service we
have to monitor so many factors like Channel Utilization etc.
There are so many mitigation techniques have employed to
ensure that channel is available to the user so many channel
conditions. In general we have no.of techniques like
BPSK,QPSK,OPSK etc. We got so many advanced techniques
to provide service to the user. But, what the main problem is
while we are using Satellite Communication there are so many
factors shows their affect on the Communication Link. Different
factors like Natural factors like Wind, Rainfall and some
Physical factors like type of modulation techniques used, How
strong it is Encoded and Decoded etc. Above explained
mitigation techniques monitor the signal level on the link and
then use the appropriate feedback channel back to the
transmitter to indicate the state of channel for an action to be
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II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

After referring so many reference papers we got so
much of knowledge about ANN and BER.
Many researchers do their studies about Rainfall
Prediction by using Artificial Neural Network based on weekly,
monthly, yearly. Thomas J [1] use Artificial Neural Network for
prediction of Rainfall rate, in that they used a specific Location
in Durban for training and prediction. And they classifies whole
data into 4 different classes based n the rate of rainfall they
captured from the data. They got the results with >23%
accuracy.
From another study, Kothyari [2] they explained full
description about the Bit Error Rate (BER) like reasons why this
problem rises and what are the factors those effect this. We have
an equation to estimate the value of BER also, that was
explained here.
After analyzing all these papers we decide to develop
a model using ANN with Back Propagation algorithm.
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III.

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) or Connectionist
Systems are computing systems which are implemented
similar to the human biological neural network system. Such
systems perform different/routine tasks by grasping some
related information from different examples of the same
category on which it have some experience in past.
An ANN is a collection of packets or nodes called
artificial neurons, which are loosely packed in brain. Each
connection, like the synapses in a biological brain, can transmit
a signal to other neurons. An artificial neuron that receives a
signal then processes it and can signal neurons connected to it.
In ANN implementations, the "signal" at a connection
is a real number and the output of each neuron is computed by
some non-linear function, that process by using the sum of its
inputs. The connections are called edges. In order to travel data
from one node to other, the connection has some strength i.e.,
weights. The weight increases or decreases the signal strength at
every connection.
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The functions those are used in the general computing System
are:
merge (X1, X2, ….bias)= ∑ Wi.Xi + bias
Activation Function=

IV.

BACKPROPAGATION ALGORITHM

The main reason behind choosing this algorithm is it
improve its knowledge by training through faults. It also
traverse in opposite direction to alter the values affecting the
Network.
This algorithm works in two phases
1. Forward Pass

Different layers may perform different changes based
on their inputs. Signals go from the base layer (the input layer),
to the topmost layer (the output layer), possibly after traversing
the layers multiple times. The original goal of the ANN
approach was to solve problems in the same way that a
human brain would.
General Computing of Neural Network is as below:

2. Backward Pass
A. FORWARD PASS :
In forward pass, weighted inputs are fed to the neurons
in the hidden layer for the determination of the output value of
each neuron in the output layer, and a random number called
bias is added to the neuron during transmission which is called
the additional amount of energy required for the neuron to reach
the destination.
B. BACKWARD PASS :
In backward pass we follow the reverse engineering
method where we trace back to the start from the output layer to
the input layer by tuning the weights, adding/subtracting extra
amount of energy i.e. bias and try to achieve the required
output.

Figure: 1.General computing Unit
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Simply Back – propagation is the essence of neural net
training. It is the way of updating weights of connection in the
network based on the error value obtained in the previous
iteration i.e. epoch. Proper tuning of weights allows you to
reduce the error rates and to make model reliable by increasing
its generalization.
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In the above Process diagram, it shows a detailed explanation
how our Project takes the Input and process that and give the
Results.
Here we explain it in the step-wise format,


In order to give Input to the System/Project we have to
gather data from different repositories. One among the
repository what we used is “OPENWETHER”, where

Fig: 2. Back Propagation

it gives the Weather related Data like (Current weather

In Backward pass the tuning process can held in 3 stages

details, History Bulk data etc).
1.
2.
3.

Finding the error rate
Finding the derivative of the error occurred w.r.t class
label.
Multiply the derivative with Learning rate.

Based on the value obtained, the weight value should be
increased or decreased.
The Formula is given below for weight updation
Delta(W)=(learning_rate ).(partial_derivative(error, class_label)
Learning rate defines how fast the network should gain the
knowledge from the training data.

V.

RESULTS



Additional to the above thing we collect a Dataset
consisting of 96000+ records with more than 10
columns.



We build a Neural Network Model to process the Input
and give the Results.



The ANN have some basic requirements to process the
Inputs:



No.of Layers used



No.of Neurons at each Layer



3



Input Layer

7



Hidden layer

16



Output Layer

2

Activation Function:


Input Layer

:Relu



Hidden Layer

:Relu



Output Layer

:Softmax



Optimizer

: ADAM



Loss

: SCCE



Metric

: Accuracy

Fig: 3.Process Diagram
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Different Outputs achieved during Process

Fig: 4.Current Weather Details
Processing shown in every epoch
Fig: 6.2. Hidden -> Output Weights
BIAS values used :

Fig: 7.1. Input -> Hidden Bias

Fig : 7.2 Hidden -> Output Bias

Fig: 5.Epochs
Prediction with Current weather details
Weights used are

Fig: 8.Prediction

Fig: 6.1.Input -> Hidden Weights
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